April 28, 2011

To our dear Friends all over the world:

This is a sad morning across the state of Alabama -- and not just Alabama.

This morning bodies are being discovered in cities and tiny burgs; hospitals and clinics are overburdened with the injured. Our Governor phoned President Obama while the Super Storm was still on the ground, asking for emergency assistance -- graciously granted.

Our phones are ringing continuously this morning, so I wanted to hurry this brief report and "prayer of thanksgiving!" Our Ministry, our little community, our homes and families were mercifully spared through the incredible devastation that swept through so much of Alabama and surrounding States yesterday. Alabama is my home for 60+ years. I have seen hurricanes and tornados aplenty -- yesterday was historic!

Modern communications made it possible for millions, including myself, to watch live-feed television on split screens -- half the screen with live video feed of the Monster Storm tracking across half the State of Alabama without lifting, then continuing across parts of Georgia, Tennessee and North Carolina still on the ground. The other half of the screen was live satellite feed, real-time radar images. I have seen killer storms, followed and dodged them. My heart and my stomach sank yesterday because I knew from experience that people were dying, homes and businesses were dying before my eyes.

Our planet is experiencing labor pains and death throes at the same time. The old order is passing away that a New Heaven and New Earth may be born. My words from the past, from this present and in future days, remain the same: "If you truly wish Jesus to come, all this bad news is good news!"

Thank you for your prayers and continued support of this Ministry. We believe that we are spared for a purpose and have yet, a witness to bear. Please continue to support these efforts to tell the world, "It's time for Jesus to come."
May God bless you and your house abundantly.

Charles Wheeling